STANDARD SOLVENTS

SK Premium and SK Virgin Premium have outstanding material compatibility with most metals, alloys and other materials.

**SK PREMIUM 150 SOLVENT** (140°F minimum):
A special blend of hydrocarbons designed to clean most kinds of dirt, oils and greases. This solvent is formulated with a flash point above 140°F, eliminating the RCRA hazardous waste ignitability designation.

**SK VIRGIN PREMIUM SOLVENT** (140°F): A special blend of powerful cleaning hydrocarbons. Also known as Virgin SK Premium 150 Solvent.

FEDERAL/MILITARY SOLVENTS

**SK MILITARY PRF-680 TYPE II** (142°F): A blend of hydrocarbons that meets the military performance specification for Type II Degreasing Solvents.


LOW-VOC SOLVENTS

FOR VOC-REGULATED CLEANING APPLICATIONS

**QSol220 CLEANING SOLVENT** (103°F): Blended for a heavy-cleaning performance specification, even cleaning carbon and baked-on contaminants. This solvent is approved and listed on California’s South Coast Air Quality Management District’s Clean Air Solvent Certification Program.

**QSol300 CLEANING SOLVENT** (170°F): An odorless, single-component, siloxane-based product that is designed for a broad cleaning performance specification and is regulated under VOC regulations. This solvent is approved and listed on California’s South Coast Air Quality Management District’s Clean Air Solvent Certification Program.

THINNERS AND SPRAY EQUIPMENT WASH

**SK HD 550 (HEAVY-DUTY CLEANING SOLVENT)** Safety-Kleen’s Heavy-Duty Low-Vapor lacquer thinner is a special mixture of key solvents designed for diluting and cleaning paint used in a variety of applications. SK HD 550 is great for surface cleaning and preparation for painting. This product is for commercial use only.

**SK HD (HEAVY-DUTY CLEANING SOLVENT)** Safety-Kleen’s Heavy-Duty thinner is a special mixture of key solvents designed for cleaning paint used in a variety of commercial applications. SK HD recycled is great for surface cleaning and preparation for painting.

**CLEAR CHOICE CLEANING SOLVENT (100% VIRGIN ACETONE)** is a HAPS-free VOC-regulated solvent that can be used in highly-regulated applications and is great for cleaning wet ink and paint from presses and paint guns.

**ULTRA KLEEN SPRAY EQUIPMENT SOLUTION** is a specially-blended solvent specifically designed to clean auto body spray equipment, parts and lines.

Call your local Safety-Kleen facility for more information about local regulations in your area.